
Part 1 of the assignment is to submit the group work from Tracy Fullerton’s Game
Design Workshop Chapter 6 (Chapter 6 here). What are you going to do? Working in
your game group, and as best you can together do the exercises in Chapter 6 — you
can skip 3 of them — but make sure you do this as a GROUP and submit as a group (5
points). DUE: Feb. 22, 2022. (5%).

Exercise 6.1: Below the Surface Take the subject of the last book or news article you read
and think of its systematic aspects. Are there objectives? Rules? Procedures?
Resources? Conflict? Skills to be learned? Make a list of the systematic elements of the
subject or activity. Do this several times per week with different types of activities or
hobbies

News article: Teenage figure skater from Russia caught doping at Beijing winter Olympics.
Objectives: Present the facts through various forms of objective information (quotes, test
results, updates, people’s reactions)
Rules: The message must be delivered in a professional and objective way.
Procedures: The news article must present enough background information and true/genuine
information. Other requirements: a catchy headline to grab the attention of the reader, visuals
such as photos or data representation charts, cited sources .
Resources: trusted intel, official documents, court hearing schedule/dates, real photos, public
observations, reporters
Skills to be learned: Identify the false claims from evidence-backed facts. Fact checking.

School Technology Plan: A document that outlines the process of generating a new
technology plan
Objectives: Describe the current context, engagement process, resources, opportunities and
areas of need, define a timeline.
Rules: Must be done in a systematic way with communication in mind to make sure all
stakeholders are informed and have a say.
Procedures: distribute information, gather feedback, make decisions, implement a plan.
Resources:  Those in charge of budgeting, leadership, end users, support staff and resources.
Skills to be learned: What training will people need, what areas of technology have advanced,
what tools are available and how they work.

News Article: Bakery facing threats and harassment over leaked convoy donation
Objectives: Share controversial information regarding the confrontation
Rules: Sharing both sides of the story, allowing for individual voice to be heard
Procedures: Background information, introduction, quotes, photographs
Resources: Interviewing the individuals involved
Skills to be Learned: How to develop opinion based upon the facts presented in the article

Novel: Your Eternal Lies (The Witch of El Kafez)
Objectives: PTSD, explore the effects of war and physical abuse
Rules: Sharing different perspectives of character’s behaviours and actions
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Procedures: flashbacks, first person point of view (POV), shifts in POV, plot, rising action,
falling action, denouement, dialogue, inner monologue
Resources: author’s independent research (history and psychology texts), interviews with
specialists
Skills to be Learned: how to consider different perspectives, open-mindedness

News Article: Ukraine's president calls for a list of sanctions against Russia to be made public

now

Objectives: Inform the public by spreading information of current events

Rules: Ensuring information is accurate and correct by providing sources of information

Procedures: Conduct research, conduct interviews, find direct quotes, write and edit the article,

include photos and/or videos

Resources: Primary sources through interviews or secondary sources such as other trusted

news outlets or government officials

Skills to be learned: Fact checking, opinion-based reflections, analyzing information, and

comparing information to other sources



Exercise 6.4: Blue-Sky Brainstorm In this exercise, use the techniques previously
described to do a brainstorm for a “blue-sky” project. By blue sky, I mean that this
project could not technically be made today, but we are going to pretend it could. The
challenge is to come up with ideas for a “remote control” for a stereotypical character.
Choose a character from this list:
• Door-to-door salesman
• Busy mother
• God
• Superhero
• Politician
First, brainstorm about the character: What does the character do? What makes the
character interesting? What aspect of the character would it be engaging to control? How
does the character react? Does the character have free will? Next, brainstorm features
for your imaginary controller. What will it look like? What could each button do?
Remember, this is “blue sky,” so the buttons can do crazy things. Have fun with this!
Come up with as many ideas as you can

Door-to-door Salesman

What do they
do?

Sells health supplements

Interesting
character
features

charms and flirts, can guess people’s coffee/tea preferences due to
super-sensitive nose, pilates enthusiast, is NOT a doctor, but can recall every
fact from Thomas Lauer and Dr Berg’s YouTube channels

Aspects of
the character
to control

Charm is constantly on, but can choose who to flirt with, can choose which
coffee/tea establishment to frequent, can choose (and participate) in which
pilates classes to attend, can choose which health facts/tips to share during
interactions

Character
reactions

Always smiling, but does that smile hide a tragic past?

Free will The customer is always right, outside of that, they have free will

Controller Teleportation, Flashback, Notebook, Yelp Reviewer, YouTube, Freewill, Sales
Pitch, Pedometer/Fitness Watch, Storymode/autopilot

The controller was inspired by the abacus. Instead of pressing buttons, the abacus controller
gives the player a more sensory experience because beads can be pushed, flicked, spun and
clinked against each other. Multiple options can be chosen at once.





Exercise 6.5: Exquisite Corpse This version of the game is played with words. Everyone
writes an article and an adjective on a piece of paper, then folds it to conceal the words
and passes it to their neighbor. Now everyone writes a noun on the paper they are
holding, folds it again to conceal their word, and passes it to their neighbor. Repeat with
a verb; repeat with another article and adjective; finally, repeat with a noun. Everyone
unfolds their papers and reads the poems they are holding aloud. One of the first poems
written this way was: “The exquisite corpse shall drink the new wine,” which is how the
game gets its name

**Maybe this could be done if players write words in white font? At the end the font can be
highlighted and changed back to black.

Article +
adjective

Noun Verb Article +
adjective

noun

Poem 1 The shiny vampire Ate The curious giraffe

Poem 2 The crazy Penguin - smelt the blind mirror

Poem 3 The
interesting

clown Shilly
shallies-

The
razor-sharp

Sandbox

Poem 4 The evil eyes stood A
blood-curdlin
g

Snowman

Poem 5 A furry ketchup sang a fast Toboggan

Poems

Poem 1 - The shiny vampire ate the curious giraffe.
Poem 2- The crazy penguin smelt the blind mirror.
Poem 3- The interesting clown shilly-shallies the razor-sharp sandbox.
Poem 4- The evil eyes stood a blood-curdling snowman.
Poem 5- A furry ketchup sang a fast toboggan.



Exercise 6.6: Do It Now it is time to brainstorm your own idea. Get a potential team
together—either in class or a group of friends who are interested on working on a game
with you. If you cannot get a group together, do it on your own. As you did in Exercise
6.4, in the blue-sky brainstorm, state an interesting challenge for your game, set up a
whiteboard or a sheet of butcher paper, and use the techniques previously discussed to
generate 100 ideas related to your challenge in 60 minutes. This might sound like a lot,
but if you can keep the energy level up, you can do it!

Beat Platformer – the beat makes the character move in different ways. Create the beat then

listen to the character move through the level

100 Ideas Related to the Game

1. Elements of music

2. Beat/ rhythm

3. Melody

4. Tempo (slow/ fast)

5. Rhythm

6. Jump

7. Run

8. Shoot

9. Duck

10. Dance

11. Spin

12. Falling

13. Disappear

14. Slide

15. Hide

16. Sing

17. Chords

18. Chorus

19. Instruments

20. Fly

21. Keys (minor/major)

22. Genres of music for different levels

23. Dubstep

24. Classical

25. Arcade

26. Baroque



27. Sound effects

28. Country

29. Pop Hits

30. Hip Hop

31. Rap

32. Rock

33. Jazz

34. Loop

35. Electronic

36. Folk

37. Dance

38. Dynamics (waltz, vs staccato)

39. Volume (Forte, piano, mp, etc)

40. Harmony (multi-player)

41. Obstacle course

42. Identify part of the musical piece (e.g. beat/melody)

43. Drag in missing pieces of the music

44. Different levels are dedicated to different genres

45. Listen for different specific instruments

46. Use music to walk through art work

47. Connecting music to light and colour

48. Create a fireworks show by creating a bass line

49. Bass

50. Characters

51. Vampires

52. Build your own characters?

53. Penguin

54. Bear

55. Music conductor

56. DJ

57. Pianist

58. Dog

59. Cat

60. Fish

61. Get new clothes for characters when beat a level

62. Unlocking features

63. Sounds

64. Link to musical piece (Spotify, YouTube)



65. Audience

66. Finish line

67. Earning fireworks

68. Using fireworks for finale

69. Drag and drop notes

70. Quarter notes

71. Whole notes

72. Half notes

73. Eighth notes

74. Quarter rests

75. Whole rests

76. Half rests

77. Exposure to music devices

78. Exposure to musical notation

79. Treble clef

80. Animations for movements

81. Character reactions

82. Animations for finishing a level (dance moves)

83. Stage fright

84. Lives (chances)

85. Just restart the level

86. Stars - rating system

87. Discordant chord according to genre for mistakes

88. Sounds should be desirable to some nature (not arcade sounds)

89. Teleport

90. Flashback

91. Flash forward

92. Music clips - pop culture

93. Riffs

94. Repetition

95. Samples (need to look into usage/copyright)

96. Pitch

97. Structure of music

98. Patterns in music

99. Different levels have themes

100. Symbolism



Concepts generated prior to 6.4

  Memory shooter – shoot the bad things, not the good. Remember what the good things look

like as the game becomes more and more filled with things approaching you.

Memory bopper - same as memory shooter but in a whack a mole format

Memory Supremacy - same as the above two but the challenges are always changing but the

memories don’t

Add a rule – A game where you add rules as you go

Add a rule platformer

Add a rule battle

Add a rule racing

99 Add a rule (Card game) Zoom version – an online card game

Rich problems – gamifying good math problems

Beat puzzles - solve the problem using beats and instruments

Beat mazes - create a beat to exit a maze.

This is a story about you - interactive reading/story game that forces the user to read out loud.

BuySell – buy and sell stocks, gain tools and strategies to make as much money as possible.

Big small medium jump – moving platformer where the character always jumps differently and

the player must keep track

Draw so cute – make ordinary objects cute and contribute to the cute scale by rating other

drawings then AI determines cuteness.

Earthquakes – use different objects to create earthquake proof towers (blocks, gummy bears,

towels…)

Army of me – teach a skill to your army and they will all repeat it.

Army of me AR - Same as above but uses player recognition and AR to show the army



Math Olympics (Joe) - Compete in Olympic style events by solving math problems (maybe the

grade level for the math problems could be primary for simplicity?)

Draw a line for the skier to go down, draw the trajectory of the bobsledder, if the line is off, the

Olympian goes off the track

Choose your own adventure - Math Olympian’s journey at the Olympics, different choices

available, which can be accessed through the completion of maths questions

Curling - using geometry (angles), the path of the rock is determined. Top view, a protractor

appears, identify the ideal angle

Pizza Parlor and Fractions - Use equivalent fractions to create and slice pizzas to fit different

orders



Exercise 6.7: Describe Your Game In one or two paragraphs, describe the essence of
your game idea. Try to capture what makes it interesting to you and how the basic
gameplay will work. State your “X”—both razor and slogan—as a part of your game
description.

“Beat Platformer” aims to get K-6 students excited to learn about music by exposing them to
different features of music and genres. The gameplay involves standard platformer gameplay
but the user will be controlling the character with musical notation. The game will introduce
different styles of music and utilize sounds that are exciting and desirable to listen to.
Each level will have the player build a song that helps the character achieve the goal. Each set
of levels will introduce a new musical concept that corresponds to a specific action that will be
needed to complete the level.  It will be a challenge based game and players will simply restart
a level if they fail. Different elements of music will correspond to different actions that take place
in the game.  One example would be how the melody and tempo control the speed that the
character moves.

Razor: Super Mario running across a music sheet.

Slogan:  Waltz your way through the sounds to become the ultimate musician.

Exercise 6.9: Feature Design Exercise, Part 1 Think of a feature you would like to see
added to one of your favorite games. I am sure you have plenty of ideas on this one. It
does not matter how far-fetched or technically difficult the idea is at first because you are
not going to actually build it. Rather you are going to illustrate how it works using
storyboards and words.

Puzzles and Dragons - Egg Machine Mod: Pull Machine becomes a Claw Machine (Sheena)

Destiny 2 - Automatically Dismantle Rare Items (Joe)

Exercise 6.10: Feature Design Exercise, Part 2 Create a visual storyboard stepping
through the use of the feature idea you came up with for Exercise 6.9. Assemble the
storyboard so that it tells a visual story of a player successfully playing the game. For
example, the storyboard for Karaoke Revolution World Party could show all of the
interfaces as if a player starts as a beginner and moves all the way to winning a prize.
Present your idea to an appropriate group of people for critique, such as classmates or a
game design club






